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Abstract: One of the important components in many RF ICs applications is the transformer. It is very important that 

transformer has optimal design, that means, optimal geometry with the best possible characteristics. Because of the wide 

transformer applications in radio-frequency silicon-based circuits, modeling for transformers has become more and more 

essential. The modeling of planar transformer for very high frequencies is the subject of this paper. Square, polygonal and 

circular shapes of the planar windings are the important difference regarding transformer topologies. In this work, comparison 

was restricted to a square and an octagonal shape of the windings. In this study, we opted for calculation method developed by 

Wheeler to evaluate the inductance of different planar geometrical shapes of transformer windings. Besides, we determined the 

geometrical parameters of the transformer and from its π-electrical model; we highlighted all parasitic effects generated by 

stacking of different material layers. By using the S-parameters, we calculated the technological parameters. The important 

characteristics of a transformer are its inductances values and its parasitic capacitances and resistances, which determine its Q 

factor and self-resonant frequency. Furthermore, we carried out the electromagnetic simulation using COMSOL Multiphysics 4.3 

software to show current density and electromagnetic field in the windings of the transformer for high frequencies.  
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1. Introduction 

Perpetual miniaturization of electronic components makes 

it possible to load more and more portable consumer 

equipment and accessories in various fields, transport, 

telecommunication, computer science, …etc. The whole 

integration of energy conversion devices designed to create 

compact power circuits is now experiencing strong 

technological constraints. It is the same for the inductive and 

capacitive components integration due to their encumber in 

surface and volume. The decreased size and increased 

operational frequency caused off-chip passive devices to be 

the major obstacle in the way to reducing the total system size. 

The common sense solution is to move the passive 

components, like capacitors, inductors, and transformers, 

from the board to the chip realm. The first implementation of 

monolithic inductors on silicon substrates for mixed-signal 

radio-frequency ICs circuits was achieved [1, 2], making the 

use of integrated passive components practical. A few years 

later, advantages of using monolithic transformers in the 

design of low-voltage silicon bipolar receivers were 

demonstrated by [3, 4].  

In the last years, monolithic transformers have been 

successfully implemented in RFIC designs [5, 6] enabling the 

implementation of high frequency circuits such as mixers, 

voltage-controlled oscillators, low noise amplifiers. Because 

of the wide application of transformers in RF systems circuits, 

modelling for transformers has become more and more 

essential. 

2. Windings Modeling of an Inductive 

Device 

 

Figure 1. Simplified model of a low frequency inductor. 
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An inductor is modeled by a pure inductance in series with 

a resistance Rs, which characterizes the different losses in the 

component in low frequencies (Figure 1). 

In high frequencies (from 100 MHz), inter-winding 

capacitive couplings can no longer be neglected. The 

behavior of the inductor can be represented by an ideal 

inductance L in series with a resistance Rs and in parallel 

with an ideal capacitance Cs for the global taking into 

account of the capacitive coupling between turns (Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2. Model of a high frequency inductor. 

Nguyen and Meyer [7] were the first to propose a simple 

model in ‘‘π’’ to describe the behavior of an integrated planar 

inductor on silicon (Figure 3), Ashby and al [8] developed an 

improved model. Whereas, the parameters of the model need 

to be adjusted from the experimental data. Then, Yue and 

Yong [9] present a similar model (Figure 4a), but with more 

appropriate parameters for the geometry of the inductance. 

The electrical diagram of a planar spiral inductor is derived 

from its cross-section (Figure 4b). In this case, the 

capacitance Cs makes it possible to take into account the 

capacitive couplings between the turns. Capacitance Cox 

represent the coupling between the conductor and the 

substrate. 

 

Figure 3. Model in π developed by Nguyen et Meyer [7]. 

 

(a) 

  

(b) 

Figure 4. Planar inductor developed by Yue and Yong [9]: (a) Cross-section, 

(b) Model in π. 

When a magnetic material layer is placed above or below 

the inductance, the model becomes very complicated because 

of the interactions between the stacking layers constituting the 

inductor (winding-magnetic material-substrate). The first 

equivalent scheme (Figure 5) was proposed by Yamaguchi and 

al. [10, 11]. 

 

Figure 5. π electrical model of a ferromagnetic inductor [10, 11]. 

The work proposed by [12-14] in Figure 6 simplifies the 

electric diagram presented by [10], which shows the π model 

of a planar spiral inductor on a magnetic material. The 

different layers of the different materials superimposed and 

used in the manufacture of the integrated inductor are 

represented by the resistances and capacitances. 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 6. Planar inductor on ferrite developed by [12-14]: (a) Cross-section, 

(b) Model in π. 

A transformer can be considered a device, whose operation 

is based on mutual inductive coupling between two coils. 

Figure 7 shows a schematic diagram of an ideal transformer. 

 

Figure 7. Schematic diagram of a transformer. 

The work proposed by [15] shows the integrated 

transformer, which is composed of two planar windings of 

spiral square form. The two copper windings are deposited on 

a layer of ferrite magnetic material (NiZn), isolated therefrom 

by an insulating layer of silicon dioxide (SiO2). The three 

layers are deposited on a silicon layer (Si) which serves as a 

substrate. A silicon dioxide layer of (SiO2) which ensures the 

magnetic coupling separates the two stacks. The combination 

of the equivalent electrical circuits of two windings form the 

equivalent electrical circuit of transformer (Figure 8).  

 

Figure 8. Equivalent electrical circuit of integrated planar transformer [15]. 

In this work, we present the model of a transformer 

whose windings are of octagonal planar shape (Figure 9a). 

The transformer is composed of two octagonal winding 

superimposed on a ferrite layer and isolated by a dioxide 

layer of silicon dioxide, all the layers of the different 

materials are superimposed on a layer of silicon, which 

serves as a substrate, this transformer operates at a high 

frequency of the order of 100 MHz. The (Figure 9b) 

presents the equivalent electrical circuit of the octagonal 

transformer. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 9. Integrated planar octagonal transformer: (a) cross section, (b) 

equivalent electrical circuit. 

3. Electrical Parameters Calculation 

The equivalent circuit of Figure 4 contains for the two 

windings the inductances Lp and Ls, serial resistances Rp and 

Rs, oxide capacitances Coxp, Coxs, magnetic layer resistances 

Rmagp, Rmags, silicon substrate resistances Rsubp, Rsubs, silicon 

substrate capacitance Csubp, Csubs, coupling capacitance Ck 

between the two windings. 
The analytical expressions of different elements are: 
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3.1. Serial Resistance of the Two Windings 

R� = ρ��. �	
�
.		 = 0.74	Ω	             (1) 

R� = ρ��. �	���.		 = 0.045	Ω             (2) 

ρCu = 1.7.10
−8 

Ω.m 

3.2. Resistance of the Magnetic Layer 

R���� = 2. ρ����	. ���� �
.�!
 =3.6 kΩ          (3) 

	R���� = 2. ρ����	. ���� ��.�!� = 2.06	kΩ          (4) 

ρNiZn= 10
3
Ω.m 

3.3. Resistances Associated to the Silicon Substrate 

R��$� = 2. ρ%�	. �&��
.�!
 =2.15 kΩ           (5) 

	R��$� = 2. ρ%�	. �&���.�!� = 1.22 kΩ          (6) 

ρSi= 18.5 Ω.m 

3.4. Oxide Capacitance 

C()� = *+ . ε-ε.().�
.�!
	/0 = 2.97 pF          (7) 

C()� = *+ . ε-ε.().��.�!�	/0 = 5.2	pF         (8) 

εrox = 3.9 

3.5. Capacitance Associated to the Silicon Substrate 

C��$� = *+ . ε-ε.%�.�
.�!
��� =0.89 pF            (9) 

	C��$� = *+ . ε-ε.%�.��.�!���� = 1.57	pF          (10) 

εrSi = 11.8 

3.6. Coupling Capacitance Between the Two Windings 

C4 = ε-ε.	��.	. 5/6!7
	/0 = 0.34	fF            (11) 

εr air = 1 

In this work, we let the same values of the different 

geometric parameters (primary and secondary thickness tp, ts; 

width wp, ws; spacing sp, ss and total length ltp, lts) calculated by 

[15]; we change the square form into an octagonal form.  

In the expressions 1 to 11, we notice that all the values of 

the capacities are very weak; oxide capacities serve to avoid 

current infiltration into the magnetic core and into the 

substrate; inter-turns and coupling capacities avoid 

short-circuits between windings. Concerning the resistances, 

we see that the values of the resistances of magnetic core and 

the substrate are very high because they serve to limit the 

induced current by capacitive effect. However, the values of 

the series resistances of the windings are very weak to 

minimize the losses by Joule effects and facilitate the 

circulation of the current in the windings. 

4. Calculation of the Inductances Values 

The windings of the transformer are planar and the 

inductance value of each one depend of the inner and outer 

diameters din and dout and their average davg (expression 12) 

davg	 = 	 (dout	 + 	din)/2            (12) 

The method of calculation developed by Wheeler allows an 

evaluation of the inductance of hexagonal, octagonal or square 

coil, realized in a discrete way [16]. A simplification can be 

made when one transposes in the integrated planar case [17]. 

The inductance Lmw given by Wheeler method is represented 

by (expression 13),  

L�� =	k*μ- �75IJK*L47MN              (13) 

Am: the form factor (expression 14), 

A� = 5/6!P5� 5/6!L5�                  (14) 

The coefficients k1 and k2 depend on the geometrical form 

used. The values of these coefficients are given in Table 1. 

Table 1. Values of coefficients k1 and k2 used in Wheeler method. 

Form k1 k2 

Square 2.34 2.75 

Hexagonal 2.33 3.82 

octagonal 2.25 3.55 

According to the form factor Am, it is possible to obtain so 

called “hollow” or “full” inductors (dout>>din). Thus, a “full” 

inductor has a lower inductance than a “hollow” one because 

the turns located near the center of the spiral contribute to 

decrease the mutual positive inductances and increase the 

mutual negative inductances [18].  

 

(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 10. (a) Square and (b) octagonal topologies. 

We have opted for an outer diameter of 2000 µm and a 

width of 50 µm. The shape of the windings is an important 

distinction regarding transformer topologies. Circular, square 

and polygonal spirals have already been reported to constitute 

inductors and transformers. In this study, comparison was 

hence restricted to a square (Figure 10a) and an octagonal 

transformer (Figure 10b) and angles are limited to multiples of 

45 degrees. 

5. S-parameters Concept 

From the localized model we can easily obtain the 

scattering parameters of the transformer. The S-parameters of 

Figure 9b are calculated as follows [19]: 

a) We calculate the ABCD matrices for each block. 

QA BC DTU = V 1 0*WXYZ/0
L[NIK
L \�6]
W^XY\�6]
Z�6]

1_   (15) 

QA BC DT` = a1 R��0 1 b            (16) 

QA BC DTc = −V e
f jω ie
.e�f −Mk
*lmf e�f

_          (17) 

QA BC DTn = Q1 R��0 1 T               (18) 

QA BC DTo = p 1 0*WXYZ/0�L[NIK�L \�6]�W^XY\�6]�Z�6]�
1q       (19) 

QA BC DTr = s1 *lmtu0 1 v              (20) 

Where 

M = k.wL�. L�             (21) 

b) We can combine the blocks α, β, γ, δ, ε, φ in cascade: QA BC DTx = QA BC DTU . QA BC DT` . QA BC DTc . QA BC DTn . QA BC DTo . QA BC DTr                   (22)

c) We can combine the large intermediate block I with block φ in parallel. The final ABCD matrix of the entire transformer F 

is given below: 

QA BC DTy = *z{Lz| . s AxBr + ArBx Bx. Br}Cx + Cr~. }Br + Bx~ + }Dx − Dr~. }Ar − Ax~ DrBx + DxBrv           (23) 

d) We can convert the A, B, C, D parameters to 

S-parameters as follows: 

S** = M�L����Pt�.��P��M�L����Lt�.��L�� 	S*+ = +.(M�.��P(z�.t�))M�L����Lt�.��L��    (24) 

S+* = +M�L����Lt�.��L�� 	S++ =
PM�L����Pt�.��L��M�L����Lt�.��L��     (25) 

Z0 is the characteristic impedance of the line. We note that 

due to reciprocity, we will have Ay. Dy-By. Cy = 1 ; thus, 

S12=S21. 

From the S-parameters, we can determine the Z-parameters 

such that: 

Z** = Z-. (*L%WW).(*P%77)L%7W.%W7(*P%WW).(*P%77)P%7W.%W7             (26) 

Z*+ = Z-. +.%W7(*P%WW).(*P%77)P%7W.%W7            (27) 

Z+* = Z-. +.%7W(*P%WW).(*P%77)P%7W.%W7             (28) 

Z++ = Z-. (*P%WW).(*L%77)L%7W.%W7(*P%WW).(*P%77)P%7W.%W7           (29) 

From the Z-parameters, we can determine the primary and 

secondary inductances and resistances (expressions 30 and 

31), 

L� = x�(�WW)m 	L� = x�(�77)m                 (30) 

R� = Re(Z**)		R� = Re(Z++)              (31) 

The measurement results for square [15] and octagonal 

transformers are shown in Figure 11. Those two transformers 

present the same diameter and the same trace width. It is 

observed that for the same diameter, square windings present a 

higher inductance value. This difference is due to the greater 

total length the square device presents. 
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Figure 11. Measured inductances of square and octagonal transformers. 

We also observe the characteristics of inductance behavior. 

We notice that there are three distinct zones: The inductive 

behavior up to 100 MHz operating frequency, a transition zone 

in which the value of the inductances becomes negative with a 

zero crossing corresponding to the own resonant frequency of 

the inductance and finally the capacitive behavior. 

6. Quality Factor 

The quality factor expresses losses of power in the windings 

of the transformer; it is defined as following [20]:  

Q = 2π. �	(�4�5	���.��5������	�	5���.��                (32) 

For the inductor, only the stored energy in magnetic form is 

interesting. The quality factor is also proportional to the 

difference between the maximum magnetic energy and the 

energy supply, therefore the quality factor will be represented 

by the following relation [21, 22]: 

Q = m.e[� . [
[
LaiY.�\� k7L*b[� . a1 −
[�7}t�Lt
~e −ω+L}C� + C�~b (33) 

In expression 33, we note that the first term corresponds to 

the simplified quality factor, the second term represents the 

losses substrate and the third expresses the self-resonance 

factor, ω is the pulsation, L is the inductance, Rs is the serial 

resistance, Cs is the serial capacitance, Rp is the coupling 

resistance and Cp the coupling capacitance. Rp and Cp are 

related to the resistance of the substrate RSi, the capacitance of 

the substrate Csi and the oxide capacitance Cox by the 

following expressions 34 and 35: 

R� = *m7	t/07 	[�� + [��	}t/0Lt
~7t/07               (34) 

C� = C() *Lm7	(t/0Lt��)	t��	[��7*Lm7	(t/0Lt��)7	[��7              (35) 

The following expressions determine the quality factors of 

primary and secondary windings; 

Q� = x�(�WW)[�(�WW) 	Q� = x�(�77)[�(�77)               (36) 

 

Figure 12. Quality factors of square and octagonal transformers. 

The measurement results of quality factors of secondary 

square [15] and octagonal windings are shown in Figure 12. 

The two components present the same diameter and the same 

trace width. We note that octagonal transformers have lightly 

better quality factor. This means that the reduction of this 

topology brings to the resistance and capacitance of the 

windings is proportionally more substantial than the reduction 

on the inductance.  

We also note that the quality factor increases with the 

frequency until reaching a maximum value which corresponds 

to the losses. The first part of the curve corresponds to the 

zone where the windings have an inductive behavior. Beyond 

this frequency, the quality factor decreases to zero at an 

operating point corresponding to the resonant frequency. 

7. Feed Lines Position 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 13. (a) Non-flipped and (b) flipped transformer topologies. 

As the stacked topology is adopted, the relative position 

between primary and secondary is also considered in terms of 

the location of their respective leads. One approach is to have 

the secondary completely covered by the primary, so that their 

feed lines overlap (Figure 13a). Another flipped transformer 

possibility consists in a 180-degree rotation of one of the 

windings (Figure 13b). This conFigureuration results in an 

uncovered zone of the windings, which tends to weaken their 

coupling. The choice between these structures should be made 

not only in function of their performance but also considering 

which one is better suited to the layout of a specific circuit. 

 

Figure 14. Flipped and non-flipped inductances. 

The measurement results for transformers with those two 

topologies are presented in Figure 14. The obtained curves 

show a significant reduction of the resonant frequency of the 

transformer when the flipped topology is adopted. Since low 

frequency, self-inductances remain unchanged and magnetic 

coupling is weakened, this reduction results mostly from the 

augmented oxide and substrate capacitance that this topology 

presents. Even though magnetic coupling is significantly 

lower, global coupling including capacitive effects presents 

similar results beyond 100 MHz. It is also noticed that the 

flipped transformer demonstrates a lower minimum insertion 

loss for frequencies greater than 100 MHz, however the 

non-flipped transformer presents a proper performance for a 

wider band. 

8. Geometric Dimensions 

When the general topology of a transformer is defined, it is 

necessary to examine the sizing of the component and to show 

the influence of the different geometric dimensions of the 

windings on the transformer performances. Initially, the 

impact of the winding diameter is considered. Two 

transformers presenting the exact same topology but different 

average diameters were compared. They were laid out in a 

flipped conFigureuration with octagonal windings and 8-µm 

wide traces. 

Figure 15 presents the measurement results with the 

considered diameters 50µm and 60µm. As the increased 

diameter is directly reflected in an increased total electric 

length, the obtained results reinforce the direct dependency 

between length and the low frequency inductance value. 

Concerning the quality factors, we observe that their 

maximum values remain unchanged before the partial 

resonance. Beyond this frequency, the Q factor is superior for 

the smaller transformer. For this reason, the measured 

minimum insertion loss is equivalent for the two transformers 

in the vicinity of 100 MHz. Therefore, we can conclude that 

for the same topology and conductor width, the choice of the 

transformers diameter for an integrated circuit should mostly 

rely on the desired inductance and occupied surface. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 15. (a) Inductances, (b) quality-factors with different diameters. 
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Afterwards, the trace width of conductors was analyzed. 

This study was based on measurements of two transformers, 

with the same average diameter (60µm) and non-flipped 

topology. Their respective widths were 4µm and 12µm. 

Obtained measurement results are represented in Figure 16. 

We notice a linear effect of the width on the inductance; the 

inductance is higher when the traces are narrower. The 

influence on the quality factors, on the other hand, is not so 

straightforward. Results show that Q factors vary as frequency 

increases, so that for lower frequencies the 12µm wide 

transformer has a better Q, however the quality factor of the 

4µm wide transformer is superior for higher frequencies. The 

resonant frequency of the transformer is not significantly 

affected, since the augmentation of the inductance for narrow 

traces is compensated by a reduction on the equivalent 

capacitance, which is related to the surface occupied by the 

transformer. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 16. (a) Inductances, (b) quality factors with different widths. 

9. 3D Simulation of the Electromagnetic 

Effects 

In this section, we present 3D simulation of electromagnetic 

effects on the transformers at 100 MHz using software 

COMSOL Multiphysics 4.3 which is based on finite elements 

method. 

 

Figure 17. Volume delimited by the skin effect δ in a conductor. 

In the conductor, the current density whose section is 

rectangular (Figure 17), is expressed by the following 

expressions [23], 

j>xE � j-. eP�i0�k. ePi0�k              (37) 

‖j>xE‖ � j-. ePi0�k                  (38) 

The average value of the current density is given by: 

j�(� � j-.
s��i !7�kL*v

+                 (39) 

The current flowing in the winding of the transformer that 

we want to integrate is a function of the cross section of the 

conductor Sc and the current density jmoy. It is given by the 

following expression: 

i� � S�. j�(�                  (40) 

The section Sc of the turn of the transformer is rectangular; 

it is given by the following expression:  

S� � w. t                     (41) 

Skin effect is patent for the considered conductors. Figure 

18 shows the electromagnetic simulation of the current density 

on the two transformers at 100 MHz. It is clearly noticed how, 

even for the 4µm width of transformer, current is mostly 

concentrated on the edges of the conductors. This effect 

contributes to limiting the attainable insertion losses. 

 

Figure 18. Simulated current density at 100 MHz with different widths. 
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In Figure 19, we observe 3D mesh of octagonal integrated 

transformer alone and with the different layers. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 19. 3D mesh transformer: (a) Octagonal windings geometry, (b) 

Global structure. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 20. Distribution of magnetic field in the transformer. 

Figure 20 shows the distribution of magnetic field in 

transformer composed of two octagonal windings of copper, 

deposited on ferrite NiZn magnetic layer and isolated by a 

dioxide layer, all these layers are deposited on a silicon 

substrate.  

10. Conclusion 

This paper present the design of RF transformer. The first 

considered parameter was the direction in which coupling 

between windings takes place. It was shown that a vertical 

coupling is more advantageous, as it provides distinctively 

better coupling coefficients and minimum insertion loss. 

Concerning the shape of windings, octagonal transformers 

were shown to present higher quality factors than their square 

counterparts. Moreover, the effect of the position of the feed 
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lines of the two windings was investigated. It was shown that 

while flipped transformers can achieve lower losses, the 

non-flipped topology allows a stronger magnetic coupling and 

a more wideband behavior. The conclusion drawn in this paper 

constitute an important base to allow the definition of the 

best-suited topologies for application in specific integrated 

circuits. Moreover, the results obtained throughout this paper 

were taken into account in order to guide the development of 

an electric model for RF transformers. 
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